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Senate to re-ratify election
By JANE HARTON
Editor in Chief

"Part of the problem is that it's a
young
senate and they're just learnThe student senate will have reing the ropes."
-

-

ratify its recent election because an
error was discovered in the original
ratification process.
The election was originally ratified one week after the election took
place, which goes against election
by-laws. The by-laws state that elections can only be ratified after the
second senate meeting.
According to Jonathan Thoreson,
senate vice president, Jeff Krause,
the parliamentarian, thought the
election had to be ratified before
mid-terms.
"That's why we went ahead and
ratified it at the first meeting after
elections," Thoreson said.

Jon Kosidowski

Jay Philliber, a senate candidate
who has to date filed two grievances against senate concerning the
election, went to Jon Kosidowski,
Administrative Assistant to the Vice
President of Student Affairs, with
the ratification complaint.
"Jay came to me frustrated because he didn't think he was getting
anything from Tim," Kosidowski
said. But Kosidowski thinks the
matter should be handled by the
students.

"It's a student issue and Tim
Meyer is well aware of what's going
on," he said.
Kosidowski said he agrees with
Philliber that the problem with the
ratification is a valid grievance and
should be dealt with.
"The senate needs to address the
grievance and then officially ratify
the election again," Kosidowski
said. "I don't think any of the charges
are serious enough to re do the entire election."
Tim Meyer, senate president,
said the executive board would meet
on Tuesday night to discuss
Philliber's grievances and make a
motion to re-ratify the election.
"Jay will speak (at the executive
meeting) and make his points and
we will go through each of the items

and discuss them," Meyer said.
"There were some flaws and
some mistakes were made," Meyer
said in regard to the election procedures.
"I want to explain that a mistake
was made, and because of that
mistake both grievances are valid,"
Meyer said.
Kosidowski said he thought
senate should put together a committee to clarify the election mles
and address the issues facing the
senate now.
"They have to make sure this
doesn't happen again," he said.
'Part of the problem is that it's a
young senate and they're just learning the ropes. This kind of thing
happens every year," Kosidowski
said.

Matt Sazamanonan Staff

Michelle Pearson, Junior Public Relations Major and 4th Sheehan
RA, Stands by as "Smoke" billows from her room during a fire drill

last Tuesday afternoon. Fire fighters set a smoke machine in her
room for realism.

Boards may be booted
News Editor

Good bye skateboarders!
Winona State University now
has a policy prohibiting skateboarders from campus. Not only
will WSU campus security and
residents assistants be involved
in enforcing the policy, but the
Winona police will also respond
to any requests to help remove
violators from campus.
Jon Kosidowski, administrative
assistant to the vice president of
student affairs, reccomended this
policy in a letter to WSU President
Darrell Krueger, and is awaiting
Krueger's approval to set it into
motion.

Krueger was unavailable for
comment at press time.
Because of the magnitude of
skateboarders on campus problems with damage to WSU property, disruption of the flow of traffic on campus, safety to the entire
WSU community, disturbances to
classes, and personal injury to the
skateboarders led Kosidowski to
take action on this policy.
The student senate voted in
support of the policy last Wednesday and have also sent a letter in
support of Kosidowski's policy to
Krueger.
"We're here for the students,
we need to do something," Student Senate President Tim Meyer
said.

"Students are paying tuition
here, and people are coming here
and damaging our student's property," Meyer said.
Colleen Flynn, junior mass
communications major, said an
alternative place for skateboarders
should be found before they are
"just kicked off campus."
"Skateboarding is actually better than teenagers sitting in front
of T.V. all day or getting into
trouble," Flynn said.
Flynn said that Hardee's, Mc
Donalds, or schools should get
together and establish a place for
skateboarders to practice, and hold
tournaments.

•

Accessibility
vs quality
debated
By EVAN HARTSHORN
Winonan Staff
At Minnesota State University

Student Association's (MSUSA) Fall
Conference last weekend, debate
was centered around whether the
Minnesota State University System
(MSUS) has sacrificed quality education for student accessibility.
Chancellor Robert Carothers
addressed the participants at the
dinner .He proposed that in terms
of education, quality needs to be defined, input and output measures
need to made and that he desires to
set those guidelines.
The question was further discussed in a panel discussion entitled Quality Education and Its
Effect on Access to the Minnesota
State Universities. One of the panelist Jim Larson, Senior Associate of
Academic Affairs for MSUS saw "an
inverse relationship between" access and quality.
Larry Lee, former Winona State
University Student Senate President
and present Chairperson of MSUSA
stated, "In our commitment to opportunity we have let our quality
diminish." Presently the MSUS has
$1,000 less per student thart10 years
ago.
Even though MSUS has been allocated 88 million new dollars by
legislature the system has gone
further into the hole.
Newly elected Student Senator
Ching Dong Ting said "We do not
have enough equipment for information and the sciences for all the
students." His opinion was that
"Everybody has potential but those
who have more potential have more
priority. If you let everybody in (to
the system) you create many prob- .
lems."
Gene Pelowski (DFL-Winona)
said that he receives many complaints because of the large amount
of students being "poured" into
Winona.
The question now is how important is education going to be to the
legislature, and what kind of guidelines are we going 'work to insure
quality educations.

IFO to limit student
access to grievant
By ANN ENABNIT

By ANN ENABNIT

Golfer takes
co5feren
title
See page 14

News Editor

The Winona State University
Inter Faculty Organization (IFO) has
sent a recommendation to President
Darrell Krueger to limit the access
of a students rights of grievance
procedures.
As the grievance procedures
stand right now, according to the
WSU catalog, if a student has an
academic problem, the student
should first meet with the instructor in which the problem stands,
and if it cannot be resolved, the next
step is to bring the problem to the
dean of the department. The dean
then gives his reccomendation on
what should be done about the
problem to the student and instructor. If the student still feels he has
not been treated fairly he has the
right to bring it up to the student

grievance board. At this point the
board makes its recommendation
on the situation, and/or the decision is handed up to the university
president.
According to student senate
President Tim Meyer, the IFO wants
to eliminate the student grievance
board and the university president
in the problem resolution process.
According to Rod Henry, IFO
president, the issue of academic
freedom, which allows the instructor to have control of his classroom,
is the main problem the IFO has
with the procedures as it stands now.
"The academic freedom issue is
right, but they are taking out student input, " Meyer said.
"The problem is that 6-8 students are
See Grievance, Page 2
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On line pre-reg
anxiously awaited
By BECKY MILTON
Winonan Staff

After winter pre-registration students
are hoping for an easier pre-registration
next quarter with the new on-line system.
Most students don't fully understand
how the new system will work but are
willing to give it a chance.
"I'll like it if it's more efficient," sophomore Cheryl Tormoen said.
There are two common complaints made
about the current pre-registration system.
"I don't like having to wait in long lines
and then finally come to the front just to
find out that the class is closed," sophomore
Karen Walbridge said.
Katie McNab, who works in the registrars office, said "the new system will eliminate waiting in long lines and finding out at
the last minute if a class is closed."
"It is more efficient," McNab said. "I
think it will be a lot easier."
Senior, secondary education major,
Kevin Lake has gone through the process of
pre-registering with an on-line system at
Rochester Community College. He is looking forward to the system coming to Winona
State University.
"The best part of an on-line system is
that you don't have to mess around with

GRIEVANCE

Continued from Page 1

going to be able to recommend a grade
change," Jon Kosidowski, administrative
assistant to the vice president of student
affairs, said.
"A lack of trust seems to exist between
the students and faculty," Kosidowski said.
According to Meyer, the student senate
academic affairs committee is now work-

those silly cards," Lake said. "With on-line,
you get in one line and get your classes."
"It's not a new system, it's just new to
Winona," Lake said.
Learning how to pre-register with the
new on-line system does not seem to bother
students.
"We're in college," sophomore Kent
Fairbairn said. "We should be used to
learning new things."
"I don't mind learning a new system if
it's easier," Tormoen said.
Students know the new system will have
some flaws. Along with the students, the
WSU staff will also be working with the
system for the first time.
"I'm sure the first time won't run as
smooth as hoped because it's so new,"
Walbridge said. "There is always more
confusion the first time."
"It will be easier once people learn the
new system," Fairbairn said.
Although the new on-line system will
eliminate waiting to see if a class is closed,
it will not reduce the problem of closed
classes.
Sophomore Katie Lenzen summed up
her feelings toward this problem after she
preregistered. "It was incredible that I got
everything I wanted."
ing on gathering other Minnesota state
universities grievance policies, and frying
to come tip with some compromise that
would make the students and faculty both
happy, and one that administration could
accept also.
Once the senate committee comes up
with an altered but acceptable grievance
procedure, it will be brought to administration and faculty for a possible compromise.

Karl Gallagher/WInonan staff

Sophomore Dawn
Pieper, an English
Teaching major,
managed to get her
classes during
registration Tuesday
afternoon. But others
were not as lucky, as
lines stretched out.

Matt Sazama/Winonar Staff
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Dorms get fresh look
By DENISE BZOSKIE
Winonan Staff

and the residents vote on which
design they like. Paint is then supplied by the Physical Plant.
Second floor Morey was the first
to be painted, since it was a high
traffic area, Wynn said.
"When you come in this building, I'd say 80 percent of the people,
if not greater, see this," Wynn added.
"So we wanted to get it done first, so
people, like a prototype, see what
can be done.
The second floor Morey project
was completed in two days. Cory
Mortensen, a freshman art major,
who lives on second floor Morey,
said everyone on the floor and even
some from other floors were really
motivated and excited to begin
painting.
Mortensen added that the project really brought everyone together
and made it easier to meet people.
After completion of second floor
Morey, there was a large increase in
the number of paint proposal designs.
'People didn't know what to

Residents at Winona State University are painting campus dormitories this year to improve the look
of the aging facilities and promote
student involvement and unity.
Residents in Morey-Shepard,
Richards, and Conway are the first
to participate in the hall painting
project, which was instigated by
Doug Wynn, Morey-Shepard,
Richards, Conway hall director.
Wynn began this project and
other improvement projects in
Morey-Shepard, Richards, Conway
to give it "an aesthetic value."
"Students will respect and appreciate where they live," Wynn
said, "plus have a better academic
environment."
The painting projec t began in the
middle of September. Students
submit different designs and do the
painting all on a volunteer basis
under resident assistant and Winona
State maintenance supervision.
Designs are submitted to Resident Assistants or to Wynn.The expect," Wynn said. "And then
designs are then posted on the wall, they thought, wow, you can make

something look that good in that
short of time."
Currently, other floors have
begun painting. Third floor MoreyShepard and the other half of second floor Morey are near completion. Floors in Conway and Richards
have had their designs approved,
and will begin painting as soon as
possible, Wynn said.
"People respect the halls a lot
more, because it was there time that
did it," Shawn Gardener, resident
assistant on second floor Morey,
said. "I've already noticed people
being irritated, when they see something happen to the walls."
Gardner added that everyone is
becoming less motivated, however,
as the quarter nears the end due to
problems with supervision and
schedules. Currently, the projects
are being done on weekends to compensate for this.
John Schollmeier, building maintenance supervisor, said it is hard
for maintenance supervisors to be
there a lot, since their hours are limited only to the morning and after-

See Halls, Page 7
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TEKES now official
By STEPHANIE TREAT
Winonan Staff

With their constitution
passed and 22 active members,
it appears Winona State
university's only social fraternity, Tau Kappa Epsilon
(TEKES), will be a success.
The TEKES were started last
spring, by the current president
Dave Schmidt and Henry
Helfenbein, but only became a
recognized fraternity this fall.
WSU had a branch of Tau
Kappa Epsilon from 1967 until
1975, but it died out because of
student apathy. Interest was
sparked again when
Helfenbein's neighbor discovered an old pledge paddle in his
attic. Helfenbein and Schmidt
went to the Winona City Hall
and found out about the fraternity and it's history.
"We thought Winona State
should offer students something
more socially then it was, and

44I wasn't rubbing

interest has been high for this
fraternity," Schmidt said.
TEKES are open to college
men who pass a test on the history of the TEKES, as well as on
the Greek system and meet the
fraternity's academic and social
standards.
Hazing, a past common initiation practice of fraternities,
has been banned by Tau Kappa
Epsilon.
The TEKES hope they can
increase their membership to 45
men, 30 of who are underclassmen, as the fraternity has suggested.
They also are interested in
helping form a sister sorority.
"There has been a tremendous amount of support from
the women. I think they really
want one and we are all for it,"
Schmidt said.
An inaugural party and a
blood drive are just a few of the
events the TEKES are planning.

Concert to
aid victims
of quake

it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last night's game.,,

By JANE HARTON
Editor in thief
-

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with AT&T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone'
If you'd like to know more about
AT&T products and services, like
International Calling and the AT&T
Card, call us at 1 800 222-0300.

-

Choral Music through the Centuries will be the theme for Winona
StateUniversity's concert choir Nov.
5 at 3 p.m. on the Performing Arts
Center main stage.
Directed by newcomer Dr. Harry
Mechell, the choir will perform a
variety of music including madigrals, spirituals and French and
American folk songs.
The concert will also feature a
brass quartet and a 20-piece chamber orchestra, both directed by
Mechell. He said he called professionals in the community and students when gathering the musicians.
"There will be a pot pourri of
music," Mechell said of the upcoming concert.
The 85-member choir has nearly
doubled in size since last year, according to Mechell. He said he recruited members on his own this
year. He said he's looking forward
to a more active year for the choir.
"We're going to be singing on
campus a lot more than last year,
that's my main thrust," Mechell said.
The choir also performs for
churches around town, Mechell
said.
The Nov. 5 concert will assist the
victims of the recent San Francisco
earthquake. Mechell said a bucket
would be set up for donations at the
concert.
"The radio station is going to
collect the money and deposit it into
the relief fund started in Winona,"
Mechell said.

Do you have an
..-mommok.

Alex Sum • University of Washington. Class of 1990
■=1=M1=1,

AT&T

The right choice.

Opinion?
Write a
letter to the
Editor
And let the
rest of us
know about it
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I am culturally
diverse. I watch the
Cosby show.

Evaluations needed at WSU
Educational excellence is the primary goal at Winona State
University. WSU should have comprehensive quarterly faculty evaluations to achieve the excellence we seek.
Students pay money to the state in order to fulfill their
quest for knowledge, yet students have no comprehensive
regular method to hold the faculty accountable for the education the faculty is paid to provide.
The tragedy of this glum truth is that since the last faculty
evaluation of merit some poor professors have been allowed
to exist at WSU that do not deserve to be paid.
Students have recently grappled with this fact. In October,
the a student group passed a statement declaring that a certain professor is a poor educator. A letter which was sent to
administrators, including WSU President Darrel Krueger
states that students feel the professor does not promote "class
discussion," is intolerant "of views different from his own,"
habitually embarrasses and humiliates "students in front of
peers," is subjective "in grading procedures," is frequently
tardy to class and is "lecturing straight from the book.
In a letter the professor sent to the same administrators, he
states the issue is stemming from a single incident with a
student in the professor's class. The professor is demanding
apologies from the students, because they are using "this
incident to promote their racist and bigoted cause."
Students now are being manipulated into fearing professors because any problems that are arising are hazardous to
the students' grades.
This was not the first complaint about the professor. In
April of 1989 student outlined their concerns about the professor and submitted them to the department chairperson.
Their needs to be a comprehensive manner to verify or
quell accusations about any faculty member for the sake of
both the student's and the faculty's integrity an on the broader
whole for the sake of educational excellence.
Right now it seems impossible to get rid of the jokers who
read directly fibril the book for the 36 hours in a quarter, test
on information never mentioned in class, or who are not
skilled enough to teach.
This should be achieved by students in their respective
departments writing faculty evaluations with the advice
and consent of the WSU Student Senate Academic Affairs
Committee (SSAAC) and approval of the Student Judicial
Board.
The finished evaluations would be published by the
university press, reviewed by the department chair, the
dean, the SSAAC, so recommendations for praise or
dismissal could be made.
The advantages to a plan such as this are that faculty,
administration and students would be able to evaluate
professor performance thus attaining the university goal all
at WSU are seeking - Educational Excellence.

Cartoon an
insult to all
To the Editor:
I am writing in regard to the

comic that was in the October 25
issue of the Winonan, "Lefty
Schnotzowitz's: what to bring to a
Warrior home game."
I found this comic to be rather
disrespectful to all of the Warrior
athletes. In case you have forgotten, you are writing for the Winona
State student newspaper that is
read by your fellow students.
I think you should keep in mind
that the Warrior athletes are students also! It sure is easy for
someone sitting in the bleachers
to criticize what happens out on
the court or field, but if you were
among those who are participating I think you would have a different outlook.
Athletics are not for everyone
an someone is always going to be

What we're saying is we realize that we know we need to look
more for culturally diverse stories, but we also need help from
those students to inform us about what's coming up.
Let's work together to help make this campus as culturally
aware as it.can be.

Brad Chapman
Sports Information Director

WSU football
team proud to
play at Winona
To the Editor:

I'm writing in reference of the
recent barrage of cartoons relating to the Winona State Football
Team.
If you haven't seen them, they
intend to insult our intelligence
and ability to win games. My
first reaction was anger, but after
lengthy consideration I came to
the conclusion that it doesn't
matter what somebody else
thinks about us as individuals or
as a team.
What really matters is how
you feel as a person and a part of
a team. Granted it would be nice
to have a winning team, but that's
not why we play.
We play because we have a

The Winonan, Winona State University's student Newspaper is written, edited, managed,
financed and composed by and for the students of Winona State University, with the Winonan
Publications Board serving as publisher.
The Winonan generates 70 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30
percent is provided by student activity fees as a subscription rate.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent
to it for publication.
Deadline for all copy is Friday at noon prior to the date of publication.
Subscriptions are avialable from the busines Manager at a rate of $20 annunually. Address all
correspondence to: Winonan , Winona State University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN 55987.
Phone (507) 457-5119.
The Winonan is a members of, and rated by, the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor
rating of All-American. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by
the Minnesota Newspaper Associatio n, the American Scholastic Press Assocation and the Socity
of Prosseional Journalists.
The Winonan is not published during the summer or exam periods.
Contents of the Winonan are ® copyrighted and may not be reproduced with out permission.

Cultural diversity starts here
The editors of the Winona n recently attended a media conference sponsored by the Minnesota State University Student Association. Some interesting points were brought up at the conference concerning cultural diversity and what the campus
media is doing to promote that aspect of student life.
As we sat in the meeting, with the speaker talking about
minority groups on campuses, it dawned on us that we probably don't cover these groups enough in our newspaper.

a critic.
To those in that category remember one thing, the Warrior athletes
take a great pride in representing
the university whether they have a
winning season or not.
Students should really support
the Warrior teams instead of putting them down, since they are part
of the university in which many of
you have chosen to be a part of
also.
I also noticed there was nothing
in the paper about the volleyball
team this week. I think that it should
be known that they took fifth place
in the 13-team Augsburg-St. Thomas Invitational held last weekend. The women had a 2-2 record
in the invitational.
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By Damon
Damon Schoening

n average day in October.
My alarm blasts at the seemingly ungodly hour of 7:30. I intention
ally set my alarm clock 21 minutes faster than the actual time so by the
time I crawl out of bed and weave to the bathroom I've gained 21
mintues.
I dress, collect my things, my mind, and scoot out the door for
my first class. I live next to an elementary school so the first thing
to greet me every morning is a swarm of screaming children at play
before class.
Today I'm a bit later than usual. A gym class is in session and I frown
as the familiarstocky, young gym teacher barks a count through her
megephone. The kids' arms are outstretched and their tiny hands are
pressed against the cold blacktop. They are being forced to do pushups.
No wonder Americans have such an aversion to excercise. It all starts
in gym class.
As I approach campus the walks are desolate and, with a sudden
burst, every inch of walking space is occupied. I don't have a watch but
I know its 8:50. After four years of making similiar walks to my first
class the diversity of dress and appearance no longer phases me. I have
come to expect it.
As I stand in front of Minne Hall to finish my cigarette I stand among
members of the the ever-dwindling smoking population. Since the
war against smokers was waged every time I stand among smokers I
do not know I-feel some sort of underlying bond.
It is as though we know what we are doing is being condemed
socially and so for a few fleeting moments we can be surrounded by
those who understand. At the same time hundreds of students pass by
and offer glances of disgust. I put out my cigarette.
After class I am almost effortlessly guided down the stairs by
masses of bodies descending the three story Minne spiral. In the advent
of fire it occurs to me that the only survivors would most likley be the
ROTC students. As I was being trampled and killed I'm sure I would
see them through the lobby windows repelling to safety.
The rest of the day proceeds like all the others. Classrooms always
at varying temperatures and usually not in sync with the temperature
outside, fluorescent lights and desks always made for right handed
pe6pIe, and knowlege that today I'm not so sure I want.
The Smaug is my next destination. I enter and notice the orange
cords that transform the now functional interior of the student union
into the weekend fun spot and dance club students patronize. I'm in
search of something to eat and upon entering the food area of the
Smaug, I'm greeted with usual third rate entrees. Through no fault of
the Smaug employees, I find the food provided by our campus restuarant laughable.
The food preserved and presented under the clear plastic rap, as
though to allow a person to see what it is, to me is comic.
I buy a breakfast bar and on my way to the soda machine I pass
through the smoke screen billowing out of the smoking tank adjacent
to the Smaug and realize how much money I could save on cigarettes
if I just sat in there for a few minutes a couple times a day.
I pass by the MTV lounge or whatever it's called to see how many
people are being hypnotized into a blank stare as they try to di stiguish
the videos from the commercials.
Good luck.
At home I am greeted by the incessant squawking of my bird and the
usual messages from work and the newspaper. As 2:00 approaches my
roomate comes home and a couple of friends come over for our soap
opera [hi guys]. I have a hard time admitting that I watch a day-time
drama. I like to think of it more in terms of a mutually convenient time
during the day when my roomates and friends can get together for an
hour.
After our meeting around the "tube" the sad reality awaits. At 4
I hate work. I go reluctantly. On my way there my reluctance turns
into diligence and before I know it I am home and working on school
work.
If I finish in time I will watch a little TV or go for a walk. In past days
I would maybe go out, but experience has taught me that usually ends
up in some regretable end. Now I have a beer at home and read the
newspaper. I sound like my retired father.
I drag myself to bed and gaze out the window. There's a tree right
outside that only a few weeks ago my roommates and I proclaimed the
best fall tree on the block. Now the leaves have fallen off and turned
brown and the street light lights it from behind. I see the bare branches
and cringe at the approach of winter.
in disgust i close my eyes and sleep.

LETTERS
Continued from Page 4
deep devotion and love for the
game. So if you want to criticize
and insult us, go ahead. We have
enough pride and dignity to not
let it bother us. I guess what I'm
trying to say is better put into
words by this quotation:
"It is not the critic who counts;
not the man who points out how
the strong man stumbled, or
where the doer of deeds could
have done better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually
in the arena, whose face is marred
by dust and sweat and blood;
who strives valiantly; who errs
and comes short again and again;
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who knows the great enthusiasms,
the great devotions, and spends
himself in a worthy cause; who at
the best knows in the end the
triumph of high achievement; and
who at the worst, if he fails, at least
fails while daring greatly; so that
his place shall never be with those
cold and timid souls who know neither victory nor defeat."-Theodore
Roosevelt.
John Balow
On behalf of the
WSU football team

I was crossing the street with a
friend between Somsen Hall and
the Performing Arts Center and
we were almost hit by a car traveling approximately 40 m.p.h!
Why do these kinds of people
(with not even "great" cars) have
to go so fast inside campus? Do
they not realize that pedestrians
outnumber cars by 3 to 1 on campus?
Soon enough the campus
streets will be blocked off, but
until then, please publish this as a
reminder to all campus drivers SLOW DOWN!!!
Laura Jensen

Brake it up!
To the Editor:
The problem isn't parking, it's
driving.

Hey, I thought I could fire our football team up with a nasty cartoon.
I sit in the stands and blow my trumpet at the other team's fieldgoal
kicker. No kicker has made his first kick in Maxwell field this year!
I taunt the visiting team when they mess up.I think that I am the best
fan the football team has. Check our stats guys, I have saved you
points this year! I am a Warrior!

coil-edge
puke
cartoonist!

any people
look back at their high school days
with a great deal of happiness.
Fond memories of football games,
and special memories of prom
may flood their minds.
But for me high school was a
disaster. I didn't fit in with my
classmates; I wasn't coordinated
enough for sports; and I had a
hard time making friends. I
wasn't very popular and I walked
through those high school halls
feeling I was invisible.
I desperately hoped during
that time that there was something out there in life that would
make me happy and accepted.
When I got to college things
really started looking up.
I soon discovered that was a
whole new life for me. I came to
college and found that I could
establish a whole new identity for
myself. I may have been known
as studious and quiet in high
school, but now that I was in college I could become more outgoing and confident.
Now I didn't have to feel embarrassed tojustbe myself; I could
grow and become the kind of person that I wanted to be without
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Straight
Ahead
Amy Neitzel
the fear and rejection from other
people. In high school it was kind
of hard to be yourself without being
considered an outcast.
. During that time I worried too
much about pleasing other people,
but now I do what's right for me
and if other people don't like me for
what I am they don't have to spend
time with me.
In high school not very many
people in my class were dedicated
to their homework and classes.
They were more concerned with
having a good time and enjoying
the present.
Many students tha t I've seen here
at WSU realize why they're in college.
They don't just live in the present because they look to the future.
The future holds in it a lot of fears
and uncertainties, but it also contains joy and excitement.

1

Johnn .9
~ iflk inS
I realize that classes and homework are very important because
they are stepping stones to a future career. Having a good time
in college is fine but that's not the
reason why you're in college. Maturity and responsibility are very
present at Winona State University.
I've been here for a little over a
year and I've observed some very
positive things. Students, faculty,
and the R.A.'s make it very easy
to make the adjustment to college
life. Everyone at WSU is also very
friendly.
It is a lot easier to feel accepted
here at college than it ever was in
high school.
Dormitory life is also very
helpful for students to make the
adjustment to college life and to
feel accepted.
WSU really seems to be doing
it's job of educating students in a
positive and friendly environment.
I was once told that going to
college would be the four best
years of my life. I really didn't
believe it at the time but now I
believe.
Ilike WSU more a nd more each
day that I'm here. I feel very
comfortable here and I am proud
of the college I'm attending.

Winonan
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A cultural dichotomy
Editor's note: Kathy Wong is a
student from Taiwan and is responding to the assertion that "The
United States has been perceived
as the land of milk and honey, but
if the "Doors of Perception" were
cleansed, we would see it truly the
land of rape and money."
The United States leaves an
impression as a big brother to other
countries, because it has an influential command of the economy and
politics of the world. As Evan has
said: "The United States has been
perceived as the land of milk and
honey." People think of the United
States as paradise on the Earth They
desire to immigrate to the United
States legally or illegally, in order to
find a better life. American citizenship is perceived as being the most
desirable in the world. The Statue of
Liberty symbolizes freedom in the
Manhattan harbor, and represents
the spirit of the United States. People
are free to do anything they like to
do. They can crack a joke about the
president on a TV program, or criticize the government in the public
media. Free of speech is just one of
the unalienable rights of American
citizens.
Because the United States is a
younger country, it is thought of as
being the land of opportunity and
adventure. One such example of
how freedom has created prosperity can be seen is the success of
American science. American science
has lead the United States to become the technological leader in the

world. It produces new inventions
and new knowledge every day. It is
a leader in studying outer space,
and the natural world.
On the other hand, one could say
Americans believe they are the superior race in the world. They take
for granted their natural well-being.
There is no consideration, about the
crisis which is being caused by using up resources.
In the oriental culture, we are not
much different, but we are conscious
of a chain of being. I believe American culture produces individualized
links, not connected. Americans are
wasteful. They turn on the TV and
lights, and leave them on for hours,
even though nobody is interested in
watching. Intense recycling is not
practiced. Americans don't care to
recycle and plunder natural resources. The government urges
people to notice that recycling is
very important, and it is a good way
to extend and reuse natural resources.
According to the Winona Daily
News, the citizens who live in
Knopp Valley discovered that they
are drinking polluted water. It is
supposed that farmers who chemically treat their soil are creating the
pollution. Farmers argue that they
must produce plenty of crops to
meet the wasteful consumer's
demand. They should use less agricultural chemicals. The effect was
water and land being polluted, and
it will effect the natural chain for a
long time.

Prenatal care needed

In the oriental culture, the family
is the basic foundation for creating a
country. If citizens educate their
families, a county will be stronger.
But if citizens do not care about
education, the family unit breaks
down, and thus the country. Juvenile delinquency has increased and
care for the old has decreased. One
could say that in the United States
people are trained as individuals
and trained to become independent
at a young age. Therefore when they
grow up, they do not pay a lot of
attention to the family.
Americans have no sense of
home, and they basically seek power
and pleasure. Americans isolate
themselves in the pursuit of money
and status. One example of the effect of individual isolation is the
senior citizen problem, which already become an economic burden
on the government.
When I see the breakdowns in
social life in the United States and
compare it with my own culture, I
see the same problems. We have
created a serious pollution problem, and we are seeing the breakdown of a five thousand year long
history. I feel my country and my
compatriots are changing day by
day for the worse.
The 'Doors of perception" can
be cleansed when we overcome the
short comings of one way of thinking by learning what we see in
another way of thinking. Tomorrow will be better.

The cradle and the grave should
not be the same.
Yet in Japan, Finland, Hong
Kong, Ireland, Singapore and 12
other industrialized countries a
child has a better chance of surviving its first year than in the United
States. In 1987 the mortality rate
in the U.S. was 10.0 per 1000 live
births; in Japan the rate was 5.2 per
1000 live births.
Many women cannot afford
prenatal care, which is a preventive measure in assuring a healthy
child. In Prenatal Care: Medicaid
and Uninsured Women Receive
Insufficient Care, an article written by the U.S. Accounting Office
stated that 25% of the nations
pregnant women do not receive
prenatal health care during the

Warkin or calf

f‘

BARBER SHOP ON 11 IIRD

454-7713
264 E. 3RD ST.

RESEARCH PAPERS
19,278 to choose from — all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Toll Free
Hot Line

800-351-0222
in Calif. (2131477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

Lonely? Nedd a Date?
Meet that special someone
today! Call DATETIME (405)
366-6335.

WANTED
PT Child Care Counselors

for recently opened VonWald
Shelter in Rochester. Must
have good driving record and
H.S. diploma. Send letter of
intent with Resume to Sheriffs
Youth Programs, PO Box 249,
Austin MN 55912 or contact
Tim Miller at the Shelter, 507280-0110. E.0:E.

BE A NANNY
•Seaside Connecticut towns
near New York City
-Great salary and benefits
airfare provided
•Choose from warm loving
families prescreened by us
•Year round positions
•Must enjoy working with
children

CARE FOR KIDS INC.

Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING,
LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION
up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room
and board. CALL NOW! Call refundable

1-206-736-0775, Ext.f/Dg

Cruise Ship Jobs

HIRING Men - Women, Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable.

1-206-736-0775,

Ext. 600 N.

SPRING BREAK 1990-

I ndividu al or student organization needed to promote our
Spring Break trips. Earn money,
free trips and valuable work
experience. APPLY NOW! Call
inter-Campus Programs: 1800-327-6013.

P.O. Box 27, Rowaton CT
06853.203-852-8111
THINKING SPRING -- Outgoing? Well organized? Promote
& Escort our FLORIDA
SPRING BREAK trip. GOOD
PAY & FUN. Call Campus
Marketing
1-800-423-5264.

Alaska now hiring.
Logging, const. , fishing,
nurses, teachers, etc. Excellent pay. For more information
call 206-748-7544 ext. A-86.

ONKYO HOME STEREO
EQIP. Excellent cond. Receiver, tape deck, CD, Klipsch
Kg speakers. Call for details.
Will sell together or separte.
Tim J. 452-7869.
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES
from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus
Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885
EXT A 7657

Ideas Editor

prematurely, with a low birth
weight, into an intensive care unit,

blinded, deaf, brain damaged,
and/or with neurological disorder.
The government should provide national prenatal health care
to prevent these occurrences, if
not for humanitarian reason for
economic ones.
According to The American
fournal of Public Health, women
who lacked sufficient prenatal care
were 30% more likely to have a
premature birth. Newsweek, reported that a study in Virginia
found that universal prenatal
health care would save the taxpayers 49.8 million dollars in a

first trimester.
Why?
Many women do not get the
prenatal care they need because
the funds allocated by the federal
government are insufficient. year, since prenatal health care
Medicaid assists only 40% of reduces the number of retarded
America's poor. The number of
recipients declined by 1.3 million
while the number of persons under
the poverty level rose 10.5 million,
from 1977 to 1983. The inverse relationship between those two
numbers has increased significantly, since Reagan's reelection.
While George Bush has us reading
his "No new taxes" lips another
child in the U.S. is being born,

births. Children Today reported
that between 14,000 and 30,000
dollars a year per birth would be
saved if a national prenatal health
care system were provided.
If Bush is going slap rape and
incest victims in the face by not
providing funding for women to
choose an abortion then perhapS
he could raise his ethics out of the
gutter just a bit.

Missing! Gray Bookbag
containing eyeglasses.
If found please call 454-8829

Dizzy Blonde
Keeg Trela, Bud Bug
Crepes.
Any 53D lately? What are
you? Withdraw! CFK!! Bats and
sliding glass doors fire alarms.
SFIMB

in Alaska
HELP WANTED !Jobs
HIRING Men - Women • Summer/
Market Discover Credit
Cards on your campus. Flexible hrs. Earn as much as $"l 0/
hr. Only 10 positions available.
Call 1-800-8472, EXT 4

EVAN HARTSHORN

Chicagoland for Thanksg iving Break. $35.00 round trip.
Coach bus, two stops,
Woodfield Mall Schaumburg
and Holiday Inn in Alsip. Leaves
tuesday Nov. 21 at 5:30 pm.
Returns Monday Nov. 27.
Sighn up in the Smaug from
9:30pm to 11:00pm Monday
throughThursday or sign up at
College Center in Lourdes Halll
at St. Teresa from 6:00pm to
8:30pm Saturday and Sunday.
4 roomates needed. Rent
148.00 per person per month.
Includes everything but cable
and phone. 2 bedroom 1 bath,
kitchen, living room. Where?
511 Liberty.
454-1707.

Peggy, what's this! You call
me twice and you don't call
again. Please call me!! Ask Jen
for the #. SUN GLASSES.
Hey Krotch and Mish. It's
over! SMILE! We love ya - The
other 4.

To Diana:
Are you mad? Call us sometime. You never call anymore Are you mad? This is in good
humor. We miss you.
To the PB's of WSU:
Your faces are glowing
Your smiles are glowing
GEE!
Did you get good publicity?
We like the sprite in you!
Guess Who

Winonan

HALLS
rim
Students for Social
Responsibility
SSR is an on-going organization dedicated to social justice and
peaceful change. We meet weekly
on Tuesdays at 2:00 p.m. in Conference Room 127 in Kryzsko
Commons. Join us and help make
a difference.
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Happy New Year!

Continued from Page 3
Child Care Program

The Financial Aid Office is
now accepting applications for
the new Child Care Assistance
Program for low income Minnesota students who are not
receiving AFDC. Applications
and information are available
in 108 Somsen.

Study Abroad Meeting

There will be a meeting for
students who are planning to
go with Studies Abroad Program in Brighton England next
spring, as well as for those who
are interested and want more
information.
This meeting will be held in
Minnel 07, Nov. 7, and will begin
at 4 p.m. Students who were in
Brighton last spring will be
present to relate some of their
experiences and to answer questions.
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InfoTrac
InfoTrac, a high tech index to
periodicals is now available at
Maxwell Library. General Periodicals Index-Academic Edition indexes 1100 general interest and
scholarly publications from 1983
to the present.
Subjects covered include business, econ, nursing, sciences,
management, and more.
For more information, call
Kathy Sullivan, Periodicals Librarian at Maxwell.

Give the NOID
a new twist.

noon. tiowever, they do try to check
in on the painting as much as they
can.
"It rea lly looks nice," Schollmeier
added. "You can tell the good intent is there."
Wynn said, once Morey-Shepard, Richards, Conway are completed, Prentiss-Lucas will follow
up.
"Right now, we've got all the
equipment, plus the supervisors,
over here," Wynn said. "So as soon
as we're done, all the supervisors
and the equipment will move over
to Prentiss-Lucas, and they'll start."

LtoNNYN

_PNRIS
00,,ROME
vs,

The original idea for the painting came from Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas, where Wynn
attended college. There, the dormitory halls are painted by students
every two to three years.
Wynn has done many other
things to improve the conditions
and student involvement of MoreyShepard, Richards, and Conway.
The courtyard was just renovated
and he is currently working on getting better lighting and academic
furniture.
Rob SklenarMinonan Staff

Buy - Sell - Talk
Winonan Classifieds

99‘
each

Pat Mutter, an Affirmative Action officer at WSU, and Jay Mutter,
a Psychology teacher at St. Mary's college, dig into a dinner of
chicken curry prepared Friday by Malaysian students. The
dinner was part of a party to celebrate “Dlwall” or their New
Year.

HALF PRICE
PROCESSING

Purchase your favorite pizza from Domino's
Pizza® and get a NOID Bendable Suction
Toy for only 99 cents.
This fun, completely flexible NOID attaches
to any smooth surface. Kids love it!
You better hurry. This is a limited time offer.
So call Domino's Pizza today.,

Call Us!

454-3030

909 West 5th Street
Winona, MN

------------------1
r
1 WHACKY WEDNESDAY'

1

I
I
I
I

$5.00

1

Get a medium original pepperoni pizza
I
I smothered in extra cheese for only $5.00! I
I
Valid on Wednesdays only!
I

I
I

r

HALF PRICE PROCESSING

I
I
z
I
2N
0N
I Expires: 11/26/89
0 a. ®
I
.11 Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer, CustomerI,
P
o

- 4:

1 pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery area to ensure safe driving.1
rsonal checks accepted with proper picture I.D. Our drivers carry less
I
than $20.00. 01989 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
ImumINNINNIIIIIIIMINIIIIIIIIMIIIIMMIMIMMIMIIIIIMMIIIMIIMINI

Pe

1■■ •111111•1=U111

I

Get 1 rool of 110, 126, 35mm or disc
color print film process for half price
only with this coupon. This coupon
must be presented before your film is
ffocessed. Expires November 15,
1989.

SHARP
One Hour Photo)

NOID'', and the NOID character are registereif trademarks of Dominds Pizza, Inc. NOID. design
In Claymation, by Will Vinton Productions. Inc. ©1989 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

IN THE WINONA MALL

452 3349
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The Adventures of Treasure Island
By LORIN DRAKE

Variety Editor

udiences attending Winona State University's Treasure Island last weekend may have
actually felt as if they were part of
their own adventure before the play
began.
Sword-carrying, barefoot ushers dressed in black baggy pants announced to the lobby audience that
the "ship" was going to be sailing in
15 minutes and that all the "mateys"
had better climb on board if they
wanted to come along.
As in all Winona State plays directed by Vivian Fusillo, Treasure
Island began the moment audiences
entered the doors of the Performing
Arts Center.
Other elements helped create
pre-show excitement and anticipation.
Cleverly designed programs
were rolled up to resemble the map
that led Jim Hawkins, the hero, his
friends, and a group of unwanted
roguish pirates to treasure buried
deep underneath the sand of Treasure Island.
Therefore, when the overture
began to swell, it wasn't just the
kids that began squirming in their
seats during the opening night performance.
The Adventures of Treasure Island
, dramatized by Max Bush and
adapted from Robert Louis
Stevenson's story, materialized in
the form of Director Vivian Fusillo's
22nd Children's Show, an accomplishment in itself.
A surprisingly small cast of 10,
swindled and swashbuckled on
WSU theater newcomer Dan
Eastman's triple set design.
The Adventures of Treasure Island,
or perhaps, The Adventures of Jim
Hawkins, takes a young boy and
some friendly and not-so friendly
travel companions on a land and
sea search for a hidden treasure left
on an island by an old pirate.
Hawkins, who escapes the
drudge and monotony of his life on
land, where he works in his mother's
lodge house, joins Doctor Livesay
and Captain Smollet in the search
for Captain Flint's buried chest
which is believed to be guarded by
his spirit.

_ Christopher Mark Brooder/Winonan Staff

Seniors Kelly McGuire, and Phil Schmidt play Old Kate and Billy Bones during practice for the play The adventures of Treasure Island.

The protagonists in Treasure
Island are amusing caricatures with
near animated gestures and mannerisms. Sophomore Randall O' Neil
was especially amusing as the nervous, fidgety, and squeaky voiced
Doctor Livesay. 0' Neill proved
that small pieces of stage business
can, when repeated consistently but
not redundantly, create effective
characterization. At times, my eyes
were fixed solely on his constantly
moving fingers.
The pirates contrasted the heroes with jerky, rough mannerisms
and husky, deep, heavily accented
voices, perhaps, at times, overlapping with each other.

He's booked

By STEVE SMYTHE and
CHRIS RADLOFF
Winonan staff

When Tenny Williams began
gathering books, he never d reamt
that it would become a full time
hobby and an extra source of income.
His collection now contains
over 7,000 books with a retail value
between 75,000 and 80,000 dollars.
"I gather books rather than
collect them," Williams said. His
collection of paper and hard back
books is mostly for the purpose of
selling although a few books aren't
for sale. He has a mail order business for dealers and other collectors.
Williams began collecting first
edition paperbacks and discov-

ered that there also is a market for
hardbacks.
Most of the older hard back
books are collected for their bindings rather than their texts. A famous American designer, Margaret Armstrong, is one of the artists
whose designs were on books from
the 1890s to the 1920s making the
books more valuable.
"I like the decorated trade
binding ... I like them as artifacts,

as a work of art itself," Williams
said.
He owns several duplicates of
certain books. He said, "If a book
is worth having I buy as many
copies as possible to sell...I can
always get what I paid for them."
He alsocollects modern Ameri-

See Books, Page • ► 1

A review
Billy Bones, played by senior Phil
Schmidt, appeared on stage almost
immediately , complete with a scar
on his right cheek and ragged attire.
Because of Bones' similarity, both
in dress and character, to the remaining scoundrels (Black Dog,
Long John Silver and Israel Hands)
their actual appearance was somewhat anticlimactic.
Nevertheless, not at any time,
did I confuse the ones with honorable intentions with the less mor-

ally endowed. Costumes and clever
Visually, a lot more could have
characterizations contributed a been done with the rather flat, one
great deal, although perhaps an dimensional lighting design that,
occasional eye patch and a wooden at times, seemed to merely do the
leg for Long John Silver would job of lighting the stage . Also, there
have helped. was a need for more live as well as
Perhaps the most visually ap- recorded sound. One example
pealing (almost a necessity for chil- where a sound element was almost
dren who grow up in between com- imperative was when the pimercial breaks) were the Treasure rates, on discovering the treasIsland "tropical" set complete with ure spot, were tricked by Ben
exotically painted backdrops as well Gunn, an island recluse left
as the carefully choreogra phed fight behind by Flint's crew, into
scenes between Hawkins and the thinking that Flint's ghost had
pirates. A great deal of knives and returned. Bryan Durkee's voice,
swords were pulled, as would be although amusing and effective,
expected, as well as a pistol drawn
by Silver as a last attempt to stomp
See Review, Page 12
out his rivals and gain the treasure.

Psychology Club returns
By LORIN DRAKE
Variety Editor

Although the Winona State University Psychology Club has existed
on a relatively inactive level since it
was formed in 1980, this year promises to be one of growth and change
for the club.
"It's about time," said newly
elected Psychology Club president
Eric Anderson.
Anderson, a senior psychology
and sociology major, and Mike
Larson, club vice president, decided to reestablish the Winona State
Psychology Club by writing a new
constitution and electing new officers.
Anderson said that previous oncampus psychology clubs only
lasted a maximum of six months
and eventually "went down the
tubes." Anderson attributed the
short life span to the fact that the

clubs were formed by graduating
seniors.
"There was nobody to carry on
the torch from the seniors," he said.
Anderson decided to form a club
after surveying an interest in its reestablishment.
"Psychology students need a
direction in which to go," he said.
"The Psychology Club can act as a
bonding agent offering peer and
moral support to psychology majors."
Anderson cited the example of
when, during his junior year, he
wasn't aware that he should be
preparing to enter graduate school
because no one had told him. He
argued that the Psychology Club
could have provided such guidance,
had it existed at the time.
Of the approximately 100 psychology majors Anderson estima fed
at Winona State, an encouraging 20

showed up for the first meetinglast
Tuesday afternoon. Interested attendants were asked to place their
names on a sheet of paper and a club
secretary was elected.
The club plans to be active in a
number of ways.
Anderson mentioned the possibility of members gaining useful

hands-on experience through peer
counseling.
Plans for various travel activities
were discussed including field trips,
conferences, and tours. The club also
hopes to invite speakers.
"There is a man who gives
speeches on nationwide twin studies who we may want to invite here,"
said Dr. Kristi Lane, who, along
with Dr. Susan Sefkow, advises the
club.
In addition, social events, such

See Club, Page 11

•
Sex, lies, and neurotics
Winonan

By BRENT GROSSMAN
winonan staff
Experimental filmmaker Steven
Soderbergh expanded his resume
last summer by writing and directing the film entitled sex, lies , and
videotape, a story that focuses both
on the sexually desperate and deprived lives of a small group of
characters dirLctly affecting the
lonely life of a young and desolate
woman.
The woman, named Ann Bishop,
a member of the nouveau riche
"yuppie" class, narrates the film
through therapy sessions with an
analyst, discussing her most personal crises which revolve around
moral hangups and societal concerns ranging from excess garbage
to hunger in Ethiopia to her own
anxieties caused by her very turbulent marriage with a young lawyer.
Ann is a pragmatic, bored, and
confused housewife who said "I do"
too quickly when she married John,
and consequently gave-up everything to become the perfect and
isolated wife of an upper-middle

Review
class and hardworking lawyer
crawling his way up the ladder of
success.
Aware that her marriage is riding on the rocky road of decadence,
her anxiety and nervousness grows
as signs of affection towards her
husband diminish.
However, John is as aware as his
active hormones that he can not live
the life of a sex-deprived young male
and simply sit back and hope that
the impractical neuroses of his wife
will someday blow over.
Instead he finds his cravings
satisfied by sneaking out of his office during mid-day and dodging
impatiently waiting clients and
phone calls from a paranoid and
homebodied wife at home.
But this is not the archetypical
romance that has haunted so many

troubled marriages on the big screen
in the past.
This one has the potential of hitting home with a much greater
impact, which, of course, it eventually does.
The sexual outlet that manipulates John as much as he does her is
actually more than an attractive and
accommodating young nymphomaniac. She is the extroverted and
outspoken Cynthia Bishop, Ann's
very sexy sister and John's own not
so distant sister-in-law.
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Following a sultry conversation
between he and Ann, the mutual
and sudden attraction between the
opposites becomes a . great deal
steamier when the complex Graham moves into a nearby apartment.
Ann's housewarming visits then
become all the More inevitable, until
her attraction to him ceases suddenly when she learns of his perverted pastinie that is, according to
Graham, supposed to compensate
for a very personal malfunction.
Graham's habit of videotaping
women talk about their sex lives is
not something the lustful Cynthia
can resist, despite the surrounding
jealousy.

Cynthia's preoccupation to control and compete is so much greater
than the pleasures she can get from
In sex, lies, and videotape , the
John that she has no more qualms themes and ideas are not unlike
about the relationship than her lover those of the filmmaking of Woody
does.
Allen. Soderbergh dramatizes seriBut the relationships grow ous neurotics as well as contemposteamier when an old crone from rary taboos, yet never forgets to
John's college years named Graham weave the subject matter around
arrives for what was supposed to be comical situations, forcing the film
to live up to its name.
a short and friendly visit.

441 don't want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.,,
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Book
e:from Page 10
can and modern British literature,
poetry Americana, crime fiction, '
and science fiction books.
In his collection he has Sears
Readers Club Books (the book club
edition of "East of Eden" by Steinbeck), and many first books by
authors like John Fowells'.
Williams' favorite books to
keep and collect are crime and
science fiction.
These books are not only valuable but interesting to Williams. A
recent book that originally sold '
for $27.50 is now worth $300.
One of the older books of interest to Williams is "Montgomery Selections" by Robert Montgomery.
The book is valued for the painting along the forage rather than
the content. Another forage painting on one of Williams' books is
titled "Mount Caramel on the Dead
Sea". Yet the most valuable of
books in Williams' collection is
"Secret Views in Cumberland,
Westmoreland, and Lancashire,"
published in 1810 by Rev. Joseph
Wilkinson. This book contains
original prints by Wilkinson, giving the book a value of $1,200.
Other books in Williams' collection are written by famous
authors under pseudonyms. Not
many people know that the book,
"New World Writing," from the
AmericanLibrary Publication, was
written by Jack Kerouac, rather
than by Jean-Louis.
Williams said that for a while,
Dean Kootz wrote under the name
Aaron Wolf.
"Books have a different purpose for me," he said, "some books
are to read, most of these aren't."

Club
Continued from Page 10
Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon, but what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time.
That's the genius of the
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice—AT&T
If you'd like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

Greg Riley.University of North Carolina. Class of 1989

as an end-of-year banquet, and
possibly "multi-club get-togethers"
were discussed.
Anderson talked about the club's
estimated longevity.
"If sophomores and jui dors stay
interested I'm sure the club will last,"
he said.
For now, Anderson is primarily
interested in ensuring that it will.
"I don't want another six-month
club," he said. "I'd like to see a firm
foundation built so that it can continue."
An additional perk to once again
having an active psychology club
on campus is that psychology majors and minors who meet certain
criteria can belong to a prestigious
national honor society called PsiChi .
""One of the pre-requisites for
becoming a campus chapter of PsiChi is that we have a psychology
club," Anderson said. "Well, now'
we do."
Only psychology majors and
minors can apply to join Psi-Chi.
Anderson said that membership can
be especially useful for those who
plan to attend graduate school.
The Psychology Club plans to
meet every other Tuesday at 3 p.m.
in Minne Hall 235. Membership is
not limited to psychology majors
and minors alone; anyone interested
is encouraged to attend, Anderson
said.

""••••••■

AT&T
The right choice.

Buy - Sell - Talk
Winonan Classifieds
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Thumbs up for accessibility
By DENISE HINGERFORD
Winonan staff
As the population of Winona
State grows, so does the need to
make the campus accessible to disabled persons.
"Accessibility is a broad term,"
said Joanne Rosczyk, 504 coordinator.
Rosczyk's title is derived from
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 which specifically insures
non-discrimination on the basis of
disability.
She explained that accessibility
is necessary for any student with a
disability whether he or she has a
physical or a learning disability.
"As the law changes we have to
keep up with that," she said.
By law, every time a renovation
is made on campus, federal and state
accessibility codes mustbe met. This
could include revising wheelchair
ramps or replacing a water fountain
with an accessible one.
Since Winona State receives federal funds such as grants, it is bound
by law to be accessible and not to
discriminate, Rosczyk said.
"We don't just want to live up to
the law," she said. Winona State
wants to go beyond that, despite of
some problems.
Presently, taking top priority is
the effort to make the shower rooms
in Memorial Hall accessible to
people in wheelchairs. Also, the
possible placement of removable
seats in the Performing Arts Center
main theater will allow people in
wheelchairs to feel more a part of
the audience.
"Within the last year they've
made a lot of changes. Curb cuts,

"It was refreshing to come to
Winona State."
Karl Mikrut

things like that," said Karl Mikrut, a
financial reporter at Winona State.
Mikrut, who is in a wheelchair,
said it was "refreshing to come to
Winona State."
During his years as a graduate
student here, and now as a nearly
five year faculty member, Mikrut
said he's surprised that considering
the size of the university, the maintenance department "almost gets
personal."
"They (maintenance) have gone
out of their way many times to make
sure I get to work," he said.
He's confident they would do
the same for a student.
Since the 1985 installation of an
elevator in Somsen Hall, Mikrut
said there isn't a building on campus he can not enter.
One of the recent positive
changes he mentioned were the
automatic doors activated by the
push of a button.
"It's so routine getting around
from building to building," Mikrut
said.
Program accessibility measures
are also constantly being made.

For hearing impaired students,
sign language interpreters are available upon request.
Rosczyk said that program accessibility depends on the individual wants of the person.
"Teachers are doing things in
classrooms that we don't even know
about," she said.
On occasion, teachers have enlarged or read tests to visually
impaired students. Text book and
lecture recordings are also available.
Rosczyk said that, as far as she
knows, a formal complaint has
never been filed. She makes certain
her office doesn't request anything
not covered under the law.
People without disabilities are
not discriminated against either, she
added.
Rosczyk explained that John
Burros, director of Facilities Management, is responsible for the actual implementation of accessibility features on campus.
He ensures that the necessary accessibility codes are met for all building projects.

Recently, two closed circuit teleBurros was unavailable for
visions were purchased for students
comment last week.
who are sight impaired.

Carol Dosenonan staff

Somsen Hall wheelchair ramp.

Review

Continued from Page 10
could havei),-.1icked up with
some type of recorded or live
sound.
Nevertheless, for the most
part, where technical elements
fell short, the acting on stage
managed to create an overall

appealing product.
Especially outstanding were
John Burton Smith as the onelegged Long John Silver, the
aforementioned 0' Neill, as well
as Bryan Durkee as the abandoned, long-bearded Ben Gunn.

Pregnant
and afraid?
There is a friend who cares

pirthright
4 52 —242 1
free pregnancy test

free confidential help

MADE IN THE SHADE.

FREE DELIVERY

454 -3600

DAILY SPECIALS
MONDAY 2 LARGE ITEM PIZZA $9.95
TUESDAY MEDIUM 2 TOPPING PIZZA WITH
CHEESEBREAD $4.95
WEDNESDAY LARGE 1 ITEM PIZZA $4.95
THURSDAY 2 SMALL 1 ITEM PIZZAS $6.95
FRIDAY LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA $5.95
SATURDAY & SUNDAY XL 2 TOPPING
PIZZA $6.95

Any beer brewed with natural hops has a natural enemy The sun. Because
when exposed to light. it takes on a "skunky" smell. And a worse taste.
Bud's one beer that's made the natural way With no additives or preservatives.
So we make sure it never sees the light of day Its brewed in the dark. And
0
packaged in a brown bottle. to keep it that way
So next time you reach for a cold Bud: you can count on ,, ftfil)7
that consistently clean, crisp taste. Because quality isn't It‘, V
something we take lightly
Light protection. It's lust one of the reasons why
/e0SIIV
Budweiser has remained the King of Beers. for over 110 years.

olt

OPEN DAILY 11AM- 1:30 AM, FRI & SAT. 11 AM-2:30 AM
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Netters seeking
improved season
By JIM ANDERSON
Sports Editor

The outlook for the Winona
State women's basketball team is
positive, despite a 5-21 record last
year.
Returning for the Warriors are
senior Pat Neder, juniors Lisa Parsons, Julie Hunger, and Gabrielle
Gaspard and sophomore Jennifer
Von Allman. The top newcomers
for Winona State are Melanie Nelson, a six foot center from Sanborn
Jefferson, Minn. and Kathy Hunger from Cochrane Fountain City,
Wis.
"The team is looking very good
in the early stages of the year,"
head coach Alice Simpson said.

"We have more size and depth
than we have had in the past."
The Warriors are led by three
time all Northern Sun Conference
(NSC) and two time all district 13
player Neder, and Lisa Parson, who
was named to the all conference
team for the first time last year.
Neder was second in the NSC with
a 23.6 average and Parsons finished eighth with a 15.3 average.
Parsons was also third in rebounding with a 10.1 average while Neder
was third in field goal percentage.
"The biggest surprises so far
have been Julie Hunger and Gabrielle Gaspard, while the other veterans came back in top form."
The team is looking to really
improve this, but have been ham-

pered by early season injuries."
"We have had good practices,
but have been hampered by some
injuries by some of the newcomers," Simpson said. "So far we
have had up to six people injured
at one time.
This year, unlike last year, the
team has depth with more players out for basketball.
"The returnees and newcomers have blended together real
well," Simpson said.
"I definitely see an improvement over last year," Gabrielle
Gaspard said. "We have a lot of
good talent and we have a lot
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Spikers lri
districts
By JIM ANDERSON
Sports Editor

The Winona State women's
volleyball team qualified for districts based on their power rating.
The Warriors will travel to
Moorhead Wednesday for their
first match.
The Winona State women's
volleyball team, playing in its last
conference game of the year, lost
to UM-Duluth 13-15,11-15,15-12,
12-15 on Oct. 24.
Winona State has a 19-14 overall record with a 7-5 record in the
Northern Sun Conference (NSC).
Janet Wappes and Cindy PenSee Basketball page 15 heiter had 15 kills each for Winona
State. Wappes had two ace serves
while Penheiter had five blocks,
three ace serves and 21 digs.
Sherry Miller notched 43 assists
and two ace serves, Sue Brennan
had 12 kills and Julie Wagner
added two ace serves.
The team split its four games
to finish place fifth on Oct. 21 and
22 at the College of Saint Thomas
Invitational.
On Friday, Winona State
downed UW-Parkside 15-7, 1215, 15-12, 15-6 and then defeated
Gustavus Adolphus 15-7,15-8,1215, 15-8.

"We played extremely well on
Friday, especially against Parkside,"
head coach Lavonne Fiereck said.
Cindy Penheiter led the Warriors
with 41 kills and Janet Wappes had 21
kills and six blocks. Sue Brennan had
20 kills and five ace serves. Sherry
Miller had 85 assists and had five ace
serves. Amy Kolbet added five blocks.
On Saturday, Winona State was
defeated by St. Thomas 14-16, 15-7,
15-7 and then were defeated by UWParkside 16-14, 13-15, 16-14.
Sherry Miller led in ace assists with
53 and had three ace serves, while
Wappes led in kills with 19 and had
five blocks. Sue Brennan added 15
kills and 10 digs.
"We didn't play that bad on Saturday and all the games were really
close," Fiereck said. "Overall every
team in the tournament had really
good records."
In Northern Sun Conference (NSC)
statistics, Cindy Penheiter is ninth in
attack percentage with .266. Penheiter
leads the NSC in kills per game with
3.9. In blocking average, Wappes is
eighth with 0.9 average.
In dip per game, Penheiter is
second with 4.21, Brennan is third
with 4.18, and Wappes is eighth with
3.23, and in assists per game, Miller is
third with an average of 9.43.

Bowlers sweep
Men, Women beat Duluth
By JIM ANDERSON
Sports Editor

The Winona State bowling
teams hosted Duluth over the
weekend and both the men's
and women's teams came out
with victories.
The men won 22 1/2 points
to 71/2 points for Duluth, while
the women won 21-9.
In the first men's game,
Winona State won 4 1/2 points
to 21 /2 for Duluth. Chris Shamrock and Steve Stofftegen won
individual points while Todd
Bocttcher picked up a half point.
In game two, Shamrock,
Bocttcher, Jeff Hilb, and Dave
Smith won points. WSU won 61 in that game. In game three,
WSU won 5-2 with Shamrock,
Hilb, and Smith picking up
points.
In game four, WSU won 5-2
with Shamrock, Boettcher, and
Smith winning points.
Todd Bocttcher had a four
game total of 716 to lead WSU.
Chris Shamrock added a 663
and Jeff Hilb had a three game
total of 590.

Junior Elementary Education major Steve Stoffregen follows through on a shot against U of M Duluth

Rob Sklenar/WInonan Staff

Saturday. The Mons Bowling team won their match
to make their record 1 -5.

The women won 5-2 in their
first game. Terrie Burbach-

neurd, Annette Zimmerman, and
BeeJ George picked up individual
points.
In game two, Burbach-neurd,
Zimmerman, and Breana Mitchell
won points.
In game three, WSU won 5-2 as
Burbach-neurd, Zimmerman, and
George won points.
In game four, Duluth won 4-3
with Burbach-neurd, Zimmerman,
and George picking up points.
"I bowled pretty well the first
three games, but we fell apart as a
team in the last game," Burbachneurd said. "Duluth was a good
team, and the adjustment to different lanes might have hurt them."
"I was pretty happy with how I
did," Zimmerman said. "I bowled
above average and was pretty
consistent."
Zimmerman led WSU with a
four game total of 667. Burbachneurd added a 658 and George
had a 601.
Saturday thebowling team travels to Inver Grove Heights, Minn.
for the Midwest Intercollegiate
Bowling Conference 1989 Fall Invitational tournament.
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Warriors crushed 32-6
By KENT BAUMAN
Winonan Staff

With a good crowd on hand for
parents' weekend, the Winona State
University football team played a
tough first half, but couldn't overcome the passing of Northern State
quarterback Jason Landmark as the
Wolves dropped the Warriors 32-6 in
Northern Intercollegiate Conference
(NIC) action.
Winona State is now 0-5 in the
conference and 1-7 overall.
"We played solid, but made critical mistakes," wide receiver Tim
Walton said. "We moved the ball, but
just couldn't get it in the end zone."
"Northern is a good 8-1 team,"
head coach Dave Bassore said.
The Warrior defense did a good
job trying to keep Northern State out
of the end zone in the first half, as
Northern only led 9-0 at the halftime
break. Winona State halted two NSU
drives as they intercepted a pass and
recovered a fumble.
Northern scored their first touchdown on a touchdown pass from
record-setting quarterback Landmark. In the first quarter, Landmark
moved into ninth place on the all time
passing yards list surpassing Doug
Flutie.
Winona State came back and drove
the ball from their own 17 to the
Wolves' 27, but the drive stalled because of a fumble.
Northern State added a field goal

in the second quarter to make the
halftime score 9-0.
In the second half, NSU again
used Landmark's passing to set
them up before Landmark took it
himself to make it 16-0.
The Wolves added a field goal
to make it 19-0 and then added
another touchdown to make the
score 26-0.
The Warriors score came on an
electrifying 83 yard run by Allen
Sweeney. Sweeney finished the
game with 130 yards on 17 carries.
The Wolves added a late score
to make the final 32-6.
Wayne Wicka led the Warrior
defense with four quarterback
sacks, while defensive back Bryon
Schroedor recorded two interceptions.
"We came hard in the first half,
but let down in the second half,"
Schroedor said. "I don't know why,
but it just happens sometimes."
Junior quarterback Jason Mitchell hit on 9 of 22 passes fora total of
121 yards. He also threw three
interceptions which really hurt
WSU.
'Today was the hardest we have
played," Mitchell said. "We had
some bad breaks, and we didn't
capitalize much, but we played
tough."
Winona State winds up theNIC
schedule next Saturday at Bemidji
State before hosting Valley City
State in the last game of the year.
We are going to go out with a
bang in the last two games, and
we're going to come back ready to
play next year," Mitchell said.

Rob Sklenar,Wnonan Staff

Tim Walton battles two Northern State defensive
backs for the ball unsuccessfully during the sec-

and quarter of Saturday's game. The Warriors lost
the match-up 32-6

Paulson: Individual conference medalist
By JIM ANDERSON
Sports Editor

Winning an individual title as a
freshmen is an accomplishment
that doesn't happen that often, but
for freshmen golfer Brian Paulson.
Paulson won the Northern Intercollegiate Conference (NIC)
title, which was held at the Northland Country Club in Duluth.

"I was very pleased simply because freshmen rarely win," head
coach Dwight Marston said. "Brian
is a good guy to have on the team.
He thinks golf when he plays, but
still leaves time for academics. Brian
is very consistent on the course and
is able to know what he can do with
each club he hits. He has also cornpeted in tournaments before, so he
knows about the pressures of tournament play."

"I was pretty surprised," PaulOn the first day of the tournason said. "Being a freshmen, I ment, Paulson had nine hole rounds
didn't think I could win the tour- of 41, 39,36 and on the second day
nament."
he had rounds of 36, 38, 40 for a
total of 230.
"I tried to keep the ball in the
fairway, and just tried to keep my
"I think Brian has the capabiliscores low."
ties of going to a national tourna-

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE

ment, Marston said. "The last
time a Winona State golfer made
it to a national tournament was
in 1983 when John Buck competed. The week after playing in
that tournament, Buck helped
Winona State win districts. It's
nice to go as an individual, but
it's nicer going as a team."
The all-conference team consisted of Paulson, Greg Tuttle of

Duluth, Mark Anderson of Bemidji
State, Kent Werebaugh of Northern
State, Eric Bratvold of Bemidji State,
and Cory Henrickson of Bemidji State.
Junior Chris Clark of Winona State
was honorable mention.
Bemidji State won the team tournament with Winona State coming in
third.

KJ-11%101%11A

A Christian fellowship group who shares Spirit through
song.
We have faith and fun, traveling to local and area churches
to lead workship.
All that's required is that you love singing and serving God.
We practice every Sunday evening from 7:30-9:OOPM, at
the First Congregational Church at the corner of Broadway
and Johnson.
Kononia is a sponsered by United Campus Ministry. Any
questions? Call Amy or Heather at UCM house at
454-3669.
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Packers are better team
The Minnesota game brought
Packer fans back to reality, but
they were pla ying one of the toughest defenses in theNFL, so I wasn't
terribly surprised at the game.
Going into this year, I was anticipating the Packers to be much
improved, but they have surpassed
my expectations.
Don Majkowski has played
some really great football so far.
At times this year, he has been
virtually unstoppable. He has been
hitting the receivers better, seeing
defenses better, and just playing
well overall. Before the season
started I thought the Packers
needed to trade for a quarterback,
but Majkowski has played so well
that the Packers don't need to trade
for a quarterback.
The running game also has been
very much improved.
Brent Fullwood has finally
shown the attitude it takes to be a
good running back, and has finally established himself as one of
the top running backs in the NFC.

satilte runner and plan B free agent
Michael Haddix has also improved
the running game.
The wide receivers have also been
playing very well.
Sterling Sharpe has proven his
worth this season as he made many
big plays and is much improved
from last year.
Perry Kemp is a virtual unknown,
but has played great for the Packers.
Rookie Jeff Query has performed
well as the third wide receiver and
has played awesome on special
teams.
The offensive line is the biggest
area where the Packers have improved.
The signing of Plan B free agents
Blair Bush and Billy Ard have greatly
improved the line. They have played
so well that first round draft choice
Tony Mandarich hasn't been able to
crack the starting lineup. Mandarich will eventually start some day
because he is a tough blocker and
has already proven he can play in
the NFL.
The defense, which was one of
the toughest in the NFL last year,
hasn't really played that well this
year.
Tim Harris is arguably one of the

Keith Woodside is a good ver-
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by Jim Anderson

The Green Bay Packers are a
much better team than last year.
At 4-4 they have to be one of the
biggest surprises of the year.

rio_vember 1, 1989

best linebackers in the NFL. He has
proven he can play with the best,
and should go to the Pro Bowl this
year.
The defensive line isn't really
that good and that's where the
Packers need the most help. The
injury to Shawn Patterson didn't
help the line either. The secondary
hasn't played up to their expectations, and have had a lot of trouble
this year. With Chuck Cecil corning back from his injury, the secondary should be better.

dogs = Jim
circles= Johnny
if there is only a
circle both of the
experts agree on
that pick

Monday night
SanFran

The kicking game has also improved toa great extent. Chris Jacke
has done well so far this year and
Don Bracken has been pretty
steady.
Head coach Lindy Infante has
done a lot in his second year coaching the Packers. At this point of this
season, I think he is a candidate for
coach of the year.
Overall, watching the Packers
has been enjoyable so far. The
Packers have been a surprise and I
can't believe they have come so far
from last year.
They are _ not in the league
of Minnesota or Chicago yet, but
they are very close to being a playoff team. It won't be this year, but
don't be surprised if they contend
for a playoff spot next year.

Horseback Riding

Sell

Daily by Appointment
507-454-3305
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Bring Your Horse to College
Reasonable Rates - Outdoor &
Indoor Arena - Bridal paths
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Pat Neder goes up for a shot as part of a drill during womens
basketball practice.
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BASKETBALL
Continued from page 13

Big Ualley Ranch, Inc.
Riding Academy

EVERY
THURSDAY
ALL DAY !

Presents

A FALL SAVINGS BONANZA
MAD MONDAYS
—FREE

Delivery on any order over $5.00

TUESDAY'S ARE TWOSDAY'S

— In addition to our Pizza! Pizza! Buy any of the following
items at regular price & receive the identical item

FREE!*

CRAZY BREADS & SAUCE - SALADS - SANDWICHES
`Not valid w/any other special

WET WEDNESDAY'S

—Buy any Medium or Large Pizza! Pizza! or Pan! Pan! Pizza
& Receive TWO 32 oz. Pops FREE! *
*Not valid w/any other specials

SAVE THE MEGA WAY
Save on

MEGA MARGARITAS

WILD WEEKENDS
MEDIUM MEAT LOVERS PIZZA

Thursday thru Sunday's

Delivered absolutely FREE!
Meat Lovers Pizza Includes*
Extra cheese, pepperoni, Italian sausage, ground beef, ham
& bacon

ONLY 1 1 99 Plus Tax

"10 'Substitutions of Deletions

*a,
TWO GREAT PIZZA'S ONE LOW PRICE

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
1415 SERVICE DRIVE

452-8752
Winona Mall-Delivery Available 4:00 p.m. to Close
Fall Bonanza Ends Oct. 31, 1989

more enthusiasm this year."
"We have had a lot of intensity
so far," Parsons said. "The team is
clicking so far with veterans blending in with the newcomers."
The conference favorite again
is UM-Duluth.
"The team thinks it can finish
third this year, but at this time I'm
not really sure."Simpson said.
"We can finish with a .500 record this year," Parsons said. "We
feel we can compete with everybody, but Duluth and Northern
will be tough."
Assisting coach Simpson this
year will be Cindy Daley, who
played for the University of Arkansas last year.
"Cindy Daley brings a lotof enthusiasm to the job," Simpson said.
"She knows basketball and will
help the team a lot."

Do you have an

Opinion?
Write a
letter to the
Editor
And let the
rest of us
know about it
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